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From the studio’s perspective, the mobile logistics of media production are a logical calculation of creative 
costs. Consideration is given to the nature of the script and the types of locations it requires but no less 
important are the range of subsidies and local infrastructure, both physical and human, on offer from a 
number of production hubs vying for Hollywood’s attention. A competitive exchange rate doesn’t hurt, 
either. Such factors partially explain how Hollywood has transformed its mode of production into a global 
machine that assembles projects across an established but arguably interchangeable list of locales.
 
While these top-down calculations may benefit the producer’s bottom line, they often obfuscate the 
quotidian dimensions that factor into the spatial reconfiguration of film and television production. Drawing on 
more than two dozen interviews with film and television workers in Los Angeles, Atlanta, London, Prague, 
Budapest, and the Gold Coast (Australia), this presentation, in line with the larger remit of the panel, 
reinscribes the role human labor plays in sustaining the global scale of contemporary screen media 
production. In particular, it argues for the need to attend to the increasingly complex and precarious logistical 
labor performed by local hires on high-end international productions as a necessary mid-level complement to 
the macro-level accounts found in political economy, policy studies, and urban planning. In doing so, it 
ultimately reveals the surprising ‘fragility’ that characterizes the spatially dispersed operations of the studio’s 
mode of production, and how the responsibility to keep the ‘global machine’ running smoothly 
disproportionately falls on the workers most vulnerable to the structural shifts and whims of global capital.
 
By way of conclusion, I offer a conceptual provocation for further discussion among the panelists and 
attendees about the ways in which we frame the agency of these locations and the workers embedded there: 
how might the concept of ‘ecology’ help us push back against the tendency to pit screen media workers in 
Southern California (who are losing jobs) against workers in other locations (who are ‘stealing’ them), 
arguments about “runaway production” that simply serve the interests of the studios, to instead frame the 
complex articulations of geography and labor as having the ability to negotiate, contest, and contradict the 
agendas that structure the systems within which they operate.
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